Good morning! Hope your game went well last evening!
We have discussed screening somewhat in the past month……take a look at the clip here and you make
the call……run the clip to the end, the screen is replayed there.
Know what you have? Legal screen? Illegal screen? Before we get there, we talked about end of game
offictiating recently and having the guts enough to make a call when warranted. In THIS clip, the officials
(both L and C) had the guts enough to NOT make(up) a call. The officials here did not anticipate the
whistle, they saw the entire play…..a legal block.
OK, back to the screen near the 28-foot line…..take a look at rule 4-40 below:

Notice that the rule has several important qualities for a legal screen……
1) Did the screener legally set the screen? (Article 2)
2) Did the screener allow time and distance for the player being screened to avoid it? (Articles 1 &
7)
3) Did the screened player force his way through the screen? (Article 8)
Whatta ya got if you are the trail now? Foul? Legal?
OK, was the screen legally set? It APPEARS in the limited amount of film that the screener DID set up
stationary and within his vertical stance. He also appears to give time and distance to the player being
screened, so no issue there. Did the screened player force his way through the screen? Nope, that didn’t
happen. He did stop his forward motion due to the contact, then started again after collecting himself.
Legal? Foul? PERSONALLY I have a legal screen with severe contact. The issue I have is that white’s
teammate didn’t call the screen out and thus the contact became severe. Even though he was screened,
he did not ‘push through’ the screen which would have been a foul on white. The screener seems to
have set the screen legally as well. In my humble opinion, this is the only place we could have had a
foul……an illegal screen on black, if in the judgment of the trail official that the screener did not allow
time and distance for the screened player to avoid the screen.
This is a play that most fans and benches will go crazy about, but we have to know the rule and be able
to explain what happened on the play to a coach.
We need to see the entire screen and what is happening in our own primary and not get caught
watching the ‘exciting’ stuff going on at the hoop! On this particular play, T is well into the back court
but SEEMS to be looking at the screen and its result.
KNOW what it takes for a screen to be legal and what the player being screened may do as well. When
we KNOW these, we are more confident in our calls and can then explain the play/call to a coach.
Remember also that basketball is a CONTACT sport!
Have a great game tonight!
Tim

